Color the digit in the **ones** place blue.

Color the digit in the **hundreds** place red.

Color the digit in the **tens** place yellow.

Color the digit in the **thousands** place purple.

Cut out the word boxes below and glue them over the correct digits in the number above.
ANSWER KEY

Place Value Color, Cut and Glue

Color the digit in the **ones** place blue.

Color the digit in the **hundreds** place **red**.

Color the digit in the **tens** place **yellow**.

Color the digit in the **thousands** place **purple**.

Cut out the word boxes below and glue them over the correct digits in the number above.

- **thousands place**
- **hundreds place**
- **tens place**
- **ones place**

~PREVIEW~

Please log in or register to download the printable version of this worksheet.

Color the digit in the **thousands** place purple.

Cut out the word boxes below and glue them over the correct digits in the number above.

- **ones place**
- **thousands place**
- **hundreds place**
- **tens place**